
ACC Levies—Advisory Services 

ACC and You  

ACC Advisory Service  

Our full Advisory Service is a great option to give you peace of 
mind that you are paying only what you should be! We take 
care of everything for you. Our Advisory Service includes: 

 Having the ACC invoice sent directly to us 

 Checking every invoice is correct, that the rate is correct 
and relevant to your organisation, and that the wages  
figure for the year is correct 

 Checking you’re on the best cover suited to your business 

 Checking where savings can be made 

 Advising you what to pay and/or setting up the payment 
options 

Sass doesn’t need to be your tax agent or accountant to  
deliver this business advisory service. 

ACC Invoice Review  
Sadly, the chances are that your ACC bill is incorrect. ACC 
invoices can be more complex than most personal income 
tax returns! Our Sass advisers will work with you to ensure 
you have the right level of ACC cover. We may even be able 
to reduce your ACC levies. Our Invoice Review includes: 

 You sending us your current and/or past invoices 

 Checking the invoices to ensure you are or were on the 
right rate  

 Checking previous years’ invoices to see where savings 
can be made 

 Actioning any reassessments you may be entitled to  

ACC Best Cover Review  

It is the nature of healthy businesses to grow, and with 
growth comes change. With our Best Cover Review we   
ensure your cover is appropriate and the best it can be: 

 You send us your current invoice 

 We review your invoice and ensure you’re on the best 
cover at the best price  

 We recommend the options for cover (if applicable) 

 We help implement any changes 

Call us today to find out more: 

(03) 577 7128 

What you get 

 A dedicated adviser 

 Peace of mind 

 Potential to save you money 

 Payment options 

 We deal with ACC, so you don’t 

have to 

—Don’t have time to read all the fine print about ACC levies? 

—Don’t understand how it works? 

—Don’t know if you are paying too much? 

—Don’t have time to manage ACC levies? 

—Need extra cover or less cover than your shareholder salaries dictate? 

—Does your income fluctuate year to year? 

—Is your personal income not a true indication of your actual earnings? 

Did you know there are alternative products available for self-
employed and non PAYE shareholder employees? It’s called ACC Cover 
Plus Extra and can save you money. It’s an Agreed Value product 
where you choose the amount you pay levies on and ACC pays the 
agreed amount no matter what you earned prior to your accident.  
But, you have to apply for it.  

Confused? That’s where Sass can help. It’s time for our review and     
advisory services! 

  
your success is 

our business 

www.sass.nz 


